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Head (1989) has divided the northern hemisphere of Venus into six assemblages characterized by 
distinctive and differing geological and tectonic styles. The six assemblages are: Plains, Plains-Ridge Belt, 
Tessera-Ridge Belt, Tessera-Mountain Belt, Plains-Corona-Tessera and Plains-Corona (1). The 
Plains-Corona Assemblage (Figure 1) extends from 220°-290°, and from the southern extent of the Venera 
15/16 coverage to the north pole. It defines an area of over 20 x 106 km2, bordered by the Plains-Ridge Belt 
Assemblage to the west and lshtar Terra (Tessera-Mountain Belt) to the east. The Plains-Corona Assemblage 
contains three highlands- Beta Regio to the south and the smaller highlands of Metis and Mnemosyne 
Regiones to the north. We describe the major geologic features located within the Plains-Corona 
Assemblage: plains, volcanoes, coronae and tectonic lineaments. We then discuss the distribution and 
significance of these features within the assemblage. 
Major Geologic Features The assemblage is dominated by lowland and rolling plains,generally smooth in 
the southern and eastern portions of the region. Plains units on Venus have been interpreted to be volcanic 
in origin (2). In the southern and eastern regions, few distinct flow features can be seen, and no sources for 
the majority of the volcanism identified. Abundant small domes (5-15 km diameter) are located near the 
upland rise of Beta Regio and to the southeast. The northern plains in the assemblage are characterized by 
abundant flow features, both radar-dark and bright. 

Five major volcanic edifices, 100-250 km in diameter, are located within the assemblage (Fig. 1). The 
features are concentrated to the southwest, along the border of the Plains-Ridge belt Assemblage. The 
edifices are 4 0 0  m to over 1.5 km high, and have associated flow features and central calderas. Several 
smaller (50-1 00 km diameter) features of probable volcanic origin are associated with the coronae. Similarities 
in morphology and topography suggest that some of the major edifices may be proto-coronae (3, 4). 

Coronae, circular to elongate structures characterized by an annulus of concentric ridges (2, 5), are 
concentrated in the northern portion of the assemblage. Seven features are located on and around the 
highlands of Metis and Mnernosyne (4), with the remaining two coronae in the assemblage located in the 
southern plains. The coronae are 180-650 km wide, 0.5-2.0 km high. They are characterized by interior 
volcanism (domes, edifices, flows), with flows concentrated in and around the structures. The interiors of 
coronae are deformed by both extension and compression, with compressional deformation forming the 
concentric ridges of the annulae (3,6). 

Tectonic lineaments are most abundant in the northern portion of the assemblage, where compressional 
ridges parallel the deformation in Akna and Frejya Montes to the east. Extensional deformation occurs both in 
Metis Regio (Bachue Corona) in the north, and associated with rifting in Beta Regio to the south (7). 
Discussion Several trends can be identified within the assemblage. 1) Towaraphv Going north across the 
assemblage, the topography gradually increases. At the 60° latitude line, the elevation goes up about 0.5 
km, where the assemblage narrows between the ridge belts and lshtar Terra. 2) D e f o m  The plains go 
from relatively smooth and undeformed in the south and east, to more deformed to the west and north. The 
coronae are concentrated in the northern more deformed region (above the 60° line). As one moves to the 
west across the northern portion of the region, the size of the coronae increases and the deformation in the 
surrounding plains becomes more intense (from individual lineaments to groups of lineaments to ridge belts 
and tesssera blocks). 3) Volcanism The major volcanic structures are concentrated to the southwest and in 
the regions closest to the Plains-Ridge Belt Assemblage. Flow features are more common in the northern 
and western plains, with coronae in the southern plains appearing flooded and indistinct. We interpret these 
trends to indicate that the most recent geologic activity (tectonism and volcanism) has occurred in the 
northern and western regions of the assemblage (crater densities are too low to be used as age indicators 
within this small of an area). If the major volcanic edifices are proto-coronae, the most recent activity is 
occurring along the border with the Plains-Ridge Belt Assemblage. 

Distinct areal distributions of geologic units in the northern hemisphere have led to the identification of six 
assemblages of units (1). The Plains-Corona Assemblage is characterized by a number of geologic features 
(coronae, volcanoes, plains) indicating that thermal anomalies at a variety of scales are operating in this region. 
The size of the volcanoes and coronae indicate deep anomalies resulting in uplift, volcanism and surface 
deformation. A larger manifestation of the same process occurs to the south in Beta Regio. Tectonic activity 
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indicating horizontal deformation is present within the assemblage, but vertical processes have dominated in 
this region. The most recent geologic activity in this region has occurred along the Plains-Ridge Belt 
Assemblage border, in the form of major volcanic edifice (proto-coronae) forniation. The region to the north 
between the major tectonic assemblages appears to have been affected oy more recent volcanic and tectonic 
activity than the plains to the south and east. We are currently investigating the cause of the predominance of 
thermal anomalies in this region (4). Hot spots on the Earth are thought to form in relation to core-mantle 
boundary instabilities, or related to recycling of subducted slab material (8, 9). 
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Figure 1. Map of the Plains-Corona Assemblage, based on Venera 15/16 radar images. 
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